Visual Evidence / E-Discovery LLC
Hires Regional Account Manager for
Pittsburgh Area
CLEVELAND, Ohio, May 18 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Visual Evidence / E-Discovery
LLC, headquartered in Cleveland announces a new hire – Anne S. Peterson, Esq.
She joins the company as the new Regional Account Manager for Pittsburgh and
its surrounding areas. “Anne’s combined expertise in the areas of law and
electronic discovery makes her a valuable addition to our Visual Evidence
team,” David W. Porter, a principal at Visual Evidence, says. “Anne will not
only be an asset to our clients in Pittsburgh, but will be a beneficial
resource to all of our clients.”

Anne shares the company’s enthusiasm and is equally excited to be on board.
She states, “I am pleased to join Visual Evidence at this time because
electronic discovery is the fastest growing and most evolving area of the
law.”
She looks forward to working with the clients at Visual Evidence to help them
to navigate the recent amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
“These recent amendments provide demanding challenges to corporations and law

firms today,” Anne says. “I am confident that my legal and technical
experience will allow me to provide solutions and guidance to our client
throughout their litigation process.”
About Anne S. Peterson, Esq.
Anne received her J.D. from Fordham Law School and is currently a Supervising
Attorney and Adjunct Professor at Duquesne University School of Law in the
Clinical Legal Education department. She developed and copyrighted Duquesne
Law School’s new electronic discovery course which is the first in the
country to use simulation software, provided by Visual Evidence, within a
traditional law school curriculum.
Anne’s legal experience includes positions as in-house and outside counsel
for a major insurance company. She began her legal career with a top 10 New
Jersey law firm in the litigation department. Prior to law school, Anne was
employed by IBM as a Marketing Representative and Systems Engineer.
About Visual Evidence / E-Discovery LLC
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery LLC is an owner operated entity that was
created in response to client needs regarding the emergence of electronic
discovery. Their facility houses the Forensic Center, Imaging Center, the
application development staff, trial services department, sales and
management. The majority of Visual Evidence’s clients are large law firms and
the corporate clients that they service. While the large firms and corporate
clients make up a significant portion of the business base, the client base
extends to more than 3,000 firms and individual litigators in locations
across the nation.
Along with electronic discovery consulting and forensic services, VE offers
unique and proprietary solutions for the legal industry such as VeHARVEST, a
tool that allows for data harvesting at the client site; VeDATA MAP, a
service that creates a network enterprise diagram for corporations; VeHOLD,
an automated litigation hold application; and VeREVIEW, a web-enabled review
tool.
For more information, visit: www.vevidence.com.
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